Creating essence, spice and style for your home

OUR DESIGN PACKAGES

With a reputation for unparalleled creativity and effortless style, we relish every project
no matter the scope. Designing interiors is like telling a story, the story of the inhabitants
and like any good story, it must convey the owners’ personalities. Listening carefully to
your wants and needs is the key to success.

Our rate is $120.00 per hour

Having us as your interior design specialist makes your decorating experience fun and
stress free. We talk through the options, helping you identify what feels best for you and
your family. Forging close relationships with you to build trust is vital, as it gives you
the confidence in the process and allows us to do what we do best - deliver your dream
home. Each job is tailored according to the specific needs and personal style of each
client.

5 hours – $550

From designing bespoke pieces of furniture, to selecting colour palettes, wall coverings,
flooring or window treatments, to deciding on furniture placement, for a single room or
a whole house we work alongside you to create interesting, stylish and inspiring spaces
you will love to call home - all within your budget and timeframe.
We do provide individual quotes for every project, however please take a look at our
design packages for a price indication of our design services.

3 hours – $350

10 hours – $1,100
15 hours – $1,650
30 hours – $3,000
* Prices include GST. A one hour minimum charge
applies. Travel out of the greater Christchurch area will
incur a travel cost. Prices valid from July 2018.

THE SANDALWOOD DIFFERENCE
We understand that everyone has there very own design taste, this
is what we love, it makes every project exciting and unique. Our
design style is constantly evolving, every project is tailored to meet
each individual we work with.
We are ever mindful that you may want to include existing pieces,
introduce new pieces or that you may even consider something a bit
left field. We guide you through the whole design process.
Our design passion is poured into each and every project. From
designing bespoke pieces of furniture, to selecting colour palettes,
wall coverings, flooring or window treatments, to deciding on
furniture placement, for a single room or whole house. We draw
from an arsenal of skills, together with the expertise of reputable
contractors, our results are impeccable.
• Our products are locally sourced.
• We source quality hand made, individually designed
furniture pieces.
• We work with highly skilled upholsterers and lampshade makers.
• We deliver beautifully made curtains and blinds.

OUR SERVICES
• Colour consultancy - interior and exterior colour schemes
• Wall coverings
• Curtain, blind and cushion making - including installation
• Soft furnishings - selection and sourcing
• Space planning, hanging of art and placement of furniture
• Upholstery
• Furniture - customised locally made sofas and chairs
• Lighting, lamps and lamp shade making
• Accessories, ceramics and artworks.

HOW THE PROCESS WILL WORK
Once we have agreed on the interior design package (e.g 3 hr package), an invoice and our terms of engagement will be sent to you.
A 40% payment of this invoice and returned signed terms of engagement is required to secure our services. The remaining 60% of this
invoice is due once the project is completed.
On receipt of the above, we begin the first stage, sourcing relevant materials for your design including fabric samples, furniture brochures
and paint samples etc. We then arrange a meeting with you to discuss the design scheme we have put together.
On your approval of the design scheme, we send a new quote for the cost of the furnishings, furniture and installation etc. Upon
acceptance of this design scheme quote and receipt of the 40% deposit of the design scheme quote, the project will begin.

03 351 1905
info@sandalwooddesign.co.nz | sandalwooddesign.co.nz

